where Q. is an exterior domain R n (n > 3) with the smooth boundary dQ and B is either a Dirichlet boundary condition or of the form Bu = Vi{x)atj(x)djU+G (x)u with the unit outer normal vector i/(x) = Oi,..., i/ n ) at x E 3Q. The precise assumptions on a(x), a t j(x), q(x), a(x) are denoted below. If Q is an inhomogeneous medium with the density p(jc), the propagation of waves is described by (1.1) with a(x) = a(x) 2 
p(x), ciyix) = p~l(x)6tj and q(x) = 0 with the velocity a(x).
The scattering theory of (1.1) in L 2 -theory is studied by many authors (Ikebe [3] and [4], Mochizuki [8] and [9] and Reed-Simon Chapter XL 10 of [12] , etc). On the other hand Lax and Phillips theory of (1.1) is first studied in their book [5] (see also [6] and [13] ) with a = 1, atj• = 6y and q -0. In [14] the developed theory is considered in the case a = 1, a tj • -6tj 9 q > 0 and Q = R n , and shows a completeness of wave operators and an existence of spectral representations. A completeness of wave operators of (1.1) is also established by Lax and Phillips [7] and Phillips [11] either in the case a = 1, atj = 6(j and suppg is compact or in the case a -1 and £1 -R n . In this paper we shall show generalizations of their theorems on a completeness of wave operators and an existence of spectral representations. We also show an invariant principle of wave operators.
We shall state the assumptions on the coefficients of (1. 2. Perturbed system. In this section for simplicity we only consider the Neumann boundary condition Bu -via^djU + au = 0 on dQ. x R. Let ^ be a Hilbert space which is equal to L 2 (Q) as a set with the inner product (f,g) § -Jn(fga~])(x)dx, and let L be
When q -0, we denote L by Li. Then we have the following Let { -A? : j = 1,... ,ra} denote the negative eigenvalues of L, and let {pj E f) : y = 1,... ,m} be the corresponding linearly independent eigenfunctions which span the eigenspace corresponding to all negative eigenvalues. We can choose the data ff 1 = (pj, ±pj) which are eigenvectors of A with respect to ±A y -, and satisfy the following relations (see pages 48-49 of [7] ); for all j, k
We denote by T the span of the {fj* 1 } • Then it is clear from (2.2) that every/ in H has a unique decomposition of the form/ = g +/?, where p G (P and g lies in the following space
We denote by / the degenerate space of the energy form E\
By the proof of Lemma 3.15 in [11] we can show the following LEMMA 2.3. / is equal to Ker A and is a finite dimensional space.
From this lemma and (A.5) the form
where R is chosen large enough, defines an equivalent norm on / to the one of H. We decompose any element/ in 94' into the form/ = /' +/", where/' G / and/" belongs to the following space
Then we have the following proposition (see Lemma 3.19, Corollary 3.29) and 3.21 in [11] ). 
for | a | = 2,Bf = 0 on 3Q}. Next we shall show (2.4) when g = 0. From the elliptic estimate for a coercive elliptic boundary value problem (see Chapter X in [2] ) it follows that (2.6) £ |K(1 -ptfilUo) < C{ IMU^Q) + ||/ilk(0)}.
|a| = 2
On the other hand from (2.5) it follows that
where C does not depend on <^. From (A.l), (A.2), (2.6) and (2.7) we get (2.4) for A\. We shall show that if |A| is sufficiently large, ||(A + Ai) , where e is an arbitrary positive number (see the proof of Lemma 3.9 in [11] ). The proof is completed.
Now we have proved all properties which are used to show the following theorem (see the proof of Theorem 3.22 of [11 ] ).
THEOREM 2.7. A generates a group of linear operators U(t) on H which is unitary with respect to the energy form E.
Letj(jc) be in C°°(R n ) such that y W = 1 for |JC| > p + 1 andy'(jc) = 0 for |JC| < p, where R n \Q, C {x : \x\ < p }. Put7 to be and denote by Ç? the projection from H to Of'. Then the wave operators from HQ to H are defined as follows: In Corollary 3.10 we shall show that W± is a unitary operator on !HQ.
3. Spectral representations. First we state several facts which are derived from the principle of limit absorption for L which is a self adjoint operator appeared in Section 2. Let [i and [i' be fixed numbers such that 1/ 2 < /i'</x<£ + l/2 and \i + fi f < 1 + 6, where 6 is appeared in (A.l), and let n be the set { K G C ; Im« > 0, Re n ^ 0}. First we shall state some properties of the generalized resolvent operator of L. 
and
where A = («(/(JC)) ara/ JC = JC/ | JC| .
In order to define spectral representations for A we need the following operators. 
in [9]). For any (a,u) G R + x S n~l we put U*f](a,LJ) = U(±a)f](L0) forf G L 2 (Q).

Then J± is able to be uniquely extended from fj to l? (R+; L 2 (S n~1 )) as a partially isometric operator with KerJ7± = 2s(0)ï), where {E(X)} is the spectral resolution of L. Moreover J± satisfies the following ; i) For any bounded Borel function (p(x)
(3.1)
U±<p(L)f](a,u) = <p(a 2 )Uàf]((T,u>)forf G Ï);
ii [13] and [14] .
In order to extend (3.3) on Of' we need three lemmas. 
. By taking the Fourier transform of (3.4) we inductively get (| £ | 2 +
A )((fp) A (Ç ) G H"** (R\ ), and (ipp) A (£ ) G H" -1 (^ ). Thus we can conclude (ipp) A (£ ) G #*(/?? ) for all n, which implies the desired property on p(x).
The proof is completed. 
converges to g as n -> oo. Put g n -(g n \,gni)\ then we have
2E(g n ,jf) = -\J(gnUPj)ï ±Xj(gn2,Pj)ji'
Therefore g' n is equal to Since/ belongs to F x F, by Theorem 3.3 the last term of the above equality is equal to 
where we use that (/ii, 0) G / and £(/, (0, /i 2 )) = (/z 2 , /z 2 )ç. The proof of Lemma 3.6 is completed. Making use of these lemmas, we can prove the following: Similarly for a < 0 and/ G F x F(F ± £/(0/)(tf,a;) = ^(F^ia.u).
The proof is completed.
The following theorem implies that W± and F± are unitary. 
then a Bochner vector-valued integral in L^(ft) J[T(±cr)£(a, -)](x)da belongs to^J^l G D(L), and
PROOF. We only show the statement ii). We assume that the support of £ G L Then Therefore in order to prove that £(/z ± (r)) converges to 0 as t -> ±oo we have to show (4.9) lim || Af(0|U =0 fori = 1,2,3. Since the set consisting of considered/ is a dense set of H 0 , the proof of Theorem 3.9 is completed.
APPENDIX. We shall state a generalization of Theorem 2.1 in [11] . This theorem is proved by a similar argument in Section 4 and 5 of [11] .
